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Abstract
We propose to model a collection of doc-
uments by means of topic-specific do-
main dependency graphs (DDGs). We
use LDA topic modeling to detect top-
ics underlying a mixed-domain dataset
and select topically pure documents from
the collection. We aggregate counts of
words and their dependency relations per
topic, weigh them with Tf-Idf and produce
a DDG by selecting the highest-ranked
words and their dependency relations. We
demonstrate an implementation of the ap-
proach on the task of identifying prod-
uct aspects for aspect-oriented sentiment
analysis. A large corpus of Amazon re-
views is used to identify product aspects
by applying syntactic filtering to the DDG.
Evaluation on a small set of cameras re-
views demonstrate a good precision of our
method. To our knowledge, this is the
first method that finds product-class spe-
cific aspects in mutli-domain collections
in an unsupervised fashion.

1 Introduction

Cohesion is reflected by grammatical and seman-
tic relationships between lexical items, and links
sentences together to form texts (Halliday and
Hasan, 1976). These relationships contribute to
the overall meaning of the text and maintain the
inter-sentence and intra-sentence cohesive struc-
ture. Representations, such as graph-based have
shown a potential ability to hold and understand
these relationships, and facilitate knowledge ex-
traction by enabling a variety of analysis processes
(Radev and Mihalcea, 2008).

Recently, a large body of work has been de-
voted to applying graph or network-based meth-
ods to Natural Language Processing (NLP) prob-
lems, including, but not limited to, dependency

parsing (Tzouridis and Brefeld, 2013) to seman-
tic annotation (Nivre and Mcdonald, 2008) to text
summarization (Vidal et al., 2014) and informa-
tion retrieval (Blanco and Lioma, 2012). In this
paper, we present a generic graph-based method
and apply it to identify product aspects for senti-
ment analysis.

E-commerce and social media technologies
have become an excellent platform for a huge
number of users to share and explain their opin-
ions online. Websites (e.g., amazon.com,
flipkart.com), allow users to post and read
reviews about various services and products. Such
reviews are important for customers to make a pur-
chase choice, as well as for organizations to mon-
itor and improve their products and reputation.
However, user-generated reviews are unstructured
and noisy. In the past few years, there has been a
significant body of work that adopts NLP tools to
better understand, analyze and process arguments
and opinions from various types of information in
user-generated reviews. Such efforts have come to
be known as sentiment analysis or opinion mining,
see (Liu, 2012) for a survey.

Sentiment analysis and opinion mining have
been investigated on the document level, the sen-
tence level and the aspect level (Liu, 2012).
Aspect-level sentiment analysis performs fine-
grained analysis by extracting or identifying the
aspects of entities and the sentiment expressed to-
ward each extracted aspect. For example, a review
of a camera is likely to discuss distinct aspects
like zoom, lens, resolution, battery life, price, and
memory. In exploring the problem of aspect-based
sentiment analysis, we distinguish between two
terms ”aspect identification” and ”aspect extrac-
tion”. Aspect extraction focuses on finding the as-
pects offsets in a given text reviews, while identi-
fication define the list of aspects of a certain entity.

The aim of this paper is to propose an unsu-
pervised generic method to model a multi-domain
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document collection by the means of domain de-
pendency graphs (DDGs). An implementation of
our method is applied to solve the aspect identi-
fication task from a large set of Amazon product
reviews. The obtained graphs are used to improve
the overall understanding of opinion patterns and
to distinguish the most effective aspects for differ-
ent product categories. Our method is completely
unsupervised and needs no labeled training data or
previous knowledge about the domains, and fol-
lows the Structure Discovery paradigm (Biemann,
2011). The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows: Section 2 discusses related works. Sec-
tion 3 describes the proposed solution. Section 4
presents and discusses our experimentation results
and evaluation, followed by conclusions and fu-
ture work in the last section.

2 Related Work

Graph theory has been widely used by many ap-
proaches in the field of natural language process-
ing, text visualization and open information ex-
traction (Koopman et al., 2012; Tzouridis and
Brefeld, 2013), see (Mihalcea and Radev, 2011)
for a survey. The most closely related work to
our approach is (Stanovsky et al., 2014). It out-
lines Proposition Knowledge Graphs for informa-
tion discovery. The utility of these knowledge
graphs for structured queries, summarization and
faceted search have been demonstrated.

In the field of sentiment analysis, graph-based
approaches have been introduced to detect sub-
jectivity (Esuli and Sebastiani, 2007; Wiebe and
Mihalcea, 2006; Yu et al., 2011) or measure sen-
timent similarity between reviews (Goldberg and
Zhu, 2006). Several methods were proposed to
identify product aspects from reviews by selecting
highly frequent nouns as product features (Blair-
Goldensohn et al., 2008; Hu and Liu, 2004). For
each detected noun, the sentiment regarding this
noun is judged by its nearest adjacent adjective
opinion word. However, the limitation of these
methods is that many frequent noun phrases that
may not represent product aspects are retrieved.

Recent research concentrates more on defining
opinion patterns and relating aspects with their ap-
propriate opinion words. Methodologies proposed
in this area learn rules and templates from fully
labeled data, and then use them later to detect as-
pects in an unlabeled dataset (Jin et al., 2009; Yu et
al., 2011). Semi-supervised approaches try to re-

duce the amount of manual labeling by expanding
a small seed set of labeled examples. Although
these methods have been applied successfully in
specific domains, sentiment classification is sen-
sitive to the domain of the training data and ex-
tensive annotation for a large set of data for every
single domain has to be carried out, which is not
practically feasible (Vázquez and Bel, 2013).

Efforts for cross-domain sentiment analysis ap-
ply domain adaptation by limiting the set of fea-
tures to those that are domain independent (Jakob
and Gurevych, 2010; Li et al., 2012; Remus,
2012). An issue with these methods is that words
and phrases used for expressing opinions can dif-
fer considerably from one domain to another.

3 Methodology

The purpose of this work is to advance under-
standing of a specific domain from mixed-domain
documents by building compact directed DDGs.
DDG aggregates individual dependency relations
between domain-specific content words for a sin-
gle topic. It gives a good visualization and sum-
marization to a certain domain, and facilitate in-
formation and relation extraction. In this paper,
we demonstrate the usage of DDGs for product as-
pects identification.

We summarize the methodology as follows: af-
ter preprocessing the text, we applied LDA topic
modeling to discover underlying topics in a col-
lection of textual data, and calculate a probabilistic
topic distribution to select the most related phrases
to each topic. POS tagging and dependency pars-
ing were used then to select essential domain-
specific phrases and content words. Finally, we
build aggregate DDG per topic from the depen-
dency parses, and use Tf-Idf and word frequency
measures to weight the graph nodes and edges. A
detailed discussion of our approach is given in the
next section.

3.1 Dataset Preprocessing and Topic
Modeling

Preprocessing includes filtering stop words, very
short documents and documents with low fre-
quency words. We perform word tokenization,
and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is then ap-
plied to extract dominant topics behind corpus of
documents (Blei et al., 2003). LDA is a proba-
bilistic graphical model that treats document as a
multinomial distribution of topics, and each topic
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is a multinomial distribution of words. LDA is
completely unsupervised and requires no human
annotation, but the user has to provide the number
of topics n. We use the implementation provided
by (Phan and Nguyen, 2007). We perceive all texts
belonging to one topic i as one document di, where
i ∈ {0, ..., n} . The terms ”domain” and ”topic”
are used interchangeably throughout the text.

3.2 Segmentation and Preprocessing

We use the vocabulary distribution of the docu-
ments produced by LDA to find a collection of
topically pure documents. We retain only docu-
ments that have a single dominating topic, which
covers at least 60% of the document1. This step is
significant to eliminate documents that contain too
much noise or are too general to be characterize a
specific topic. We then perform sentence segmen-
tation2 followed by POS tagging and collapsed de-
pendency parsing3 (de Marneffe et al., 2006). The
output from this step is important for generating
syntactic features which will be used later to filter
DDGs and extract topically pure relations.

3.3 Filtering Non-Content Words

For each document di, collapsed dependency doc-
ument is generated. It includes a set of directed
typed dependency relations Rijk between a head
word wij and a modifier word wik. As non-
content words do not contribute as much informa-
tion about a specific topic, we only retain relations
between content words, i.e. (common and proper)
nouns, adjectives, verbs and adverbs. From this
step, the work followed is done completely on col-
lapsed dependency documents.

3.4 Term Frequency-Inverse Document
Frequency (Tf-Idf)

Tf-Idf is a standard term weighting method based
on their importance within a document. The core
idea behind Tf-Idf is: a word j wij in document i
is more relevant as a keyword for di if it appears
many times in di and very few times or none in
other set of documents in a corpus D. Tf-Idf is ex-

1Threshold was determined in preliminary experiments
2Using lt.seg script from https://github.com/

tudarmstadt-lt/lt.core/
3We use the Stanford Natural Language Processing tools

http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/

pressed by the following equation:

Tf -Idf(wij , di, D) =
Tf(wij , di)× Idf(wij , D) (1)

where Tf is the number of times that word w oc-
curs in document d and Idf is calculated by di-
viding the total number of documents in a corpus,
which is the number of topics n, by the number of
documents containing the word w in a set of doc-
uments D.

Tf-Idf is calculated in three levels of granular-
ity:

1. Word level: for each word wij in di, we cal-
culated Tf-Idf using Equation 1.

2. Pair level: for each pair of words wij and
wik in di, occurred together in a typed de-
pendency relation Rijk, we calculated Tf-Idf
using the following equation:

Tf -Idf(wijwik, di, D) = Tf(wijwik, di)
× Idf(wijwik, D) (2)

wij and wik represents the jth and kth words
in document i. Order of words wij and wik

within the relation is not considered at this
level.

3. Relation level: for each typed dependency re-
lation Rijk in di between two words wij and
wik, we calculate Tf-Idf using the following
equation:

Tf -Idf(Rijkwijwik, di, D) = (3)
Tf(Rijkwijwik, di)×Idf(Rijkwijwik, D)

3.5 Domain Dependency Graphs (DDGs)

DDGs are directed graph with labeled nodes and
labeled edges. For each document di, DDGi is
constructed by aggregating individual dependency
relations between domain-specific content words.
DDGi={Vi,Ei}, where nodes represent words,
that is Vi={wij | wij ∈ di, Tf-Idf(wij ,di,D) ≥
α1, Tf(wij) ≥ α2}, and edges Ei connect content
words by the means of dependency relations. Ei

={(wij ,wik) | wij ,wik ∈ di , Tf-Idf(wij wik,di,D)
≥ β1, Tf(wij wik)≥ β2 , Tf-Idf(Rijk wij wik,di,D)
≥ λ1, Tf(Rijk wij wik) ≥ λ2 } .
Thresholds, α1, α2, β1, β2, λ1, λ2 are defined
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by the user, and edges are labeled by the fre-
quency and the type of dependency relation be-
tween words. Using Tf-Idf for weighting words
and relations, have proven a potential ability to
highlight a large set of domain-specific words and
relations as will be demonstrated in the next sec-
tion.

3.6 Extracting Domain Dependency Words
and Relations - Application

We apply our generic approach to identify opin-
ion phrases, and aspects of products for the use in
aspect-based sentiment analysis.

Figure 1 illustrates a snapshot from DDG for a
topic that captures camera reviews. We use DDGs
along with Tf-Idf weighting as an important input
to distinguish most related domain specific words
and relation patterns. We present bellow some
words examples from the camera’s domain cate-
gorized by POS tags. All mentioned words are
strongly related to camera domain and this proves
the capability of Tf-Idf weighting in capturing po-
tential domain specific words.

• Adjectives: digital, 50mm, focal, 200mm, optical,
sharp, indoor, blurry, wide, prime, compact, chromatic.

• Nouns: lens, camera, canon, nikon, SLR, EF, shots,
shutter, USM, telephoto, aperture, macro, flash, sigma,
focus, pictures, zoom, tripod, powershot.

• Verbs: taking, focuses, capture, carry, photographing,
fit, produce, cropping, adjust.

We highlight some opinion relations from Fig-
ure 1 in Table 1. The table shows dependency re-
lation type RCamjk, source word wCamj , destina-
tion word wCamk, relation frequency Tf and rela-
tion level Tf-Idf. We create DDGs for another 14
topics including: movies, coffee makers, electro-
voice, shoes and footwear, hair products, food and
baking machines, films, mp3 players, cars, TVs,
mobiles, computers and perfumes. We observed
that in all these graphs, opinions or relations be-
tween opinion word and opinion target, are mostly
expressed with either adjectival modifier (amod)
or nominal subject (nsubj). Thus, we will limit the
identification of product aspects to these two de-
pendency relations in our application.

On the basis of our analysis of DDGs and their
parameters, and a list of about 6800 words positive
and negative English opinion words4, we apply a

4English Opinion Lexicon http://www.cs.uic.
edu/˜liub/FBS/sentiment-analysis.html#
lexicon

set of appropriate filters to DDG to extract opinion
phrases. We filter out noun compounds relations,
and words and relations below thresholds α1, α2,
β1, β2, λ1, λ2. Either wij or wik should be in
opinion words lexicon and relation which is either
”amod” or ”nsubj” is selected.

RCamjk wCamj wCamk Tf Tf-Idf
amod lens fast 146 770.60
nsubj great lens 121 638.65
amod picture good 205 467.88
amod images sharp 116 451.45
nsubj sharp images 93 388.69
amod photos great 105 269.85
amod picture clear 84 241.93
nsubj good quality 142 50.85

Table 1: Opinion dependency relations from the
camera topic.

4 Experiments

To evaluate our approach, we use an unlabeled ver-
sion of Amazon dataset5 that has been commonly
used in opinion mining research (Kiritchenko et
al., 2014; Tutubalina, 2015). The corpus consists
of ∼35 million reviews (∼18.4 million unique re-
views), about ∼2.5 million products from 28 dif-
ferent categories, up to March 2013. Reviews in-
clude product and user information, ratings, and a
plain text review (McAuley and Leskovec, 2013).

In this work, we only use the plain text. We
filter redundant reviews, reviews with less than
3 words and noisy reviews which contain smiley
codes only or punctuations only, as we consider
these not relevant for aspect identification. The fi-
nal number of reviews we use to train the LDA
model is ∼13.93 million reviews. As we men-
tioned in Section 3.2, we use the LDA model to
select topically pure reviews. This step reduces
the number of reviews to ∼1 million.

We experimentally determined a reasonable
number of topics n to be 200, which is in line with
other works using LDA for information extraction
e.g. (Chambers and Jurafsky, 2011). Of the 200
topics we induced with LDA, we observed a large
number of product-specific topics, as well as some
mixed topics and spurious topics (Mimno et al.,
2011). For this study, we proceed with selecting
the 15 topics we mentioned in Section 3.6. To

5SNAP: Web data: Amazon reviews https://snap.
stanford.edu/data/web-Amazon.html
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Figure 1: An excerpt from the automatically generated DDG of the camera review topic. Double lining
for aspect nodes, and bold lines for connections between opinion words and aspects have been assigned
manually. Only most frequent relations are shown for the purpose of presentation.

test the performance of our proposed approach, we
compare our results to those obtained using DDG
without Tf-Idf filtering, i.e. α1 = β1 = λ1 = 0.
We evaluate the identification of aspects manually
by human judgment: We order the identified rela-
tions from both Tf-Idf-based filtered DDGs (as ex-
plained in Section 3.6) and frequency-based (FB)
filtered DDGs according to relation frequency. For
the top 50 unique aspects, we judge whether it is
an aspect of the product category or not.

Table 2 shows the experimental results for 5 dif-
ferent product topics. The experimental results
show that Tf-Idf filtering outperforms FB filtering
in terms of the number of identified aspects and it
has not been worse in any case. FB ranking tend
to identify general aspects such as: price, ship-
ping, quality, value, service and company. Rank-
ing DDGs by the means of Tf-Idf weights, gives
our method the ability to detect detailed domain
aspects, which is clearly evident in the cars topic in
Fig. 2. The aspect identification method based on
the DDG with Tf-Idf weighting identifies domain-
specific aspects with an average accuracy of 53%
across the five topics. When not using Tf-Idf
weighting, the method achieves only an accuracy
of 37%.

Our error analysis shows that most false posi-
tives by the Tf-Idf-based method consist of prod-
uct domain-specific words that are not aspects.

Examples from cameras domain are: fast results,
great job cheap camera, excellent choice, sharp ra-
zor, perfect bag, great portrait, advanced photog-
rapher, easy c330. On the other hand, frequency-
based ranking provides general noisy errors like:
problem only, buy great, complaint only, time
hard, addition great, drawback only, light avail-
able, room enough.

To evaluate the identified aspects coverage for
the aspects extraction task from a set of reviews,
we manually annotated aspects in a set of 50 cam-
eras reviews collected randomly from Amazon.
Only explicit aspects are annotated. Implicit as-
pects are not annotated. In most of implicit as-
pect expressions, adjectives and adverbs are used
to describe some specific attributes of entities, for
example, expensive describes price, and heavy de-
scribes weight (Liu, 2012). We compared the an-
notated aspects against the 33 aspects for cameras
domain listed in Table 2. Out of 183 annotated as-
pects in the 50 reviews, 115 aspects are extracted,
approximately 63%, while 38 unique failed to be
extracted. Most of missed aspects are contained
in cameras reviews DDG before filtering. Chang-
ing the filtering parameters can help increasing the
aspects coverage but may also increase the false
positive rate.

In summary, our evaluation shows a clear im-
provement using Tf-Idf-based filtering over the
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Category /
Thresholds

Method Ext.
/50 Extracted Aspects

Common Difference

Camera
α1: 100, α2:180

β1: 2, β2: 2

λ1:7, λ2 :5

Tf-Idf-
based

30
lens, pictures, shots, quality, images,
photos, focus, light, depth, color, zoom,
size, range, distortion, card, autofocus,
speed.

tripod, resolution, controls, battery,
mode, contrast, optics, flash, sharpness,
software, screen, flexibility, distance.

FB 20 price, value, capability.

TV
α1: 50, α2:20

β1: 1, β2:1

λ1:2, λ2 :5

Tf-Idf-
based

22
cable, picture, quality, remote, setup,
image.

system, audio, resolution, output,
video, tuner, hdtv, quality, connection,
capability, control, speakers, screen,
model, component, connector.

FB 13 price, sound, value, shipping, colors,
monitor, pixels.

Computer
α1:150, α2:50

β1: 2, β2:2

λ1:2, λ2 :5

Tf-Idf-
based

29
card, software, memory, adapter, per-
formance, setup, support, camera,
driver, ram, disk, space, cable.

upgrade, programs, ports, system, pro-
cessor, speed, motherboard, version,
machine, units, USB, slots, OS, mouse,
graphics, interface.

FB 19 price, power, value, quality, shipping,
case.

Mobile
α1: 50, α2:20

β1: 1, β2:1

λ1 :5, λ2:1

Tf-Idf-
based

20
sound, keyboard, screen, price, recep-
tion, quality, size, case, camera, service,
software.

pictures, apps, life, interface, looks,
bluetooth, battery, version, calls.

FB 18 card, program, version, design, charger,
player, value.

Cars
α1: 20, α2:5

β1: 2, β2:1

λ1:5, λ2 :1

Tf-Idf-
based

32
price, performance, exhaust, wiring,
plugs, installation, power, length, kit,
sound, shocks, sensors, ride, instruc-
tions, parts.

work, rumble, breaks, pads, muffler, re-
placement, wipers, harness, connectors,
idle, engine, hitch, system, unit, lights,
mileage, tensioner.

FB 23 quality, shipping, value, struts, com-
pany, service, look, room.

Table 2: Manual evaluation for aspect identification on five different domains using DDG with Tf-Idf
ranking and FB ranking. It shows the number of true identified aspects out of the top 50 frequent cap-
tured relations, common identified aspects along with the difference between the two methods. The first
column shows the thresholds setting. For the frequncy-based ranking method, α1 = β1 = λ1 = 0.

FB baseline. This, however, is only possible for
mixed-domain document collections, as Idf for a
single topic is not defined.

5 Conclusion

We have introduced a new generic approach to
identify the most important concepts from multi-
domain document collections. Using LDA, we
provided a fully unsupervised framework for ex-
tracting dominant topics behind corpus of docu-
ments, while the DDG representation maintains
the inter-topic cohesiveness. Tf-Idf ensures the ex-
traction of highly domain-specific words and re-
lations. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed approach on the task of extracting prod-
uct aspects for sentiment analysis. The compar-
ison between the DDG method and a frequency-
based ranking confirms the superiority of DDG in
extracting domain-specific aspects. Evaluation of

DDG on a small set of cameras reviews resulted
in a precision of ∼63%. This is the first approach,
to our knowledge, for extracting product aspects
from mixed-domain dataset, without the use of an
external knowledge base or a training dataset.

In the future, we hope to advance our work by
using DDGs to applying more advanced ranking
and filtering techniques to DDGs such as central-
ity (Newman, 2010) or PageRank (Brin and Page,
1998) for node ranking. Collecting similarities
to the existing list of aspects and grouping as-
pects using techniques from distributional seman-
tics would improve the overall recall.
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